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Dendrites Contain a Spacing Pattern
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The distinctive branching patterns of dendritic arbors are essential for neuronal information processing. The final shape of an arbor is the
result of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. However, the cellular mechanisms that underlie branch patterning are unknown. In many
biological systems, locally acting factors are intrinsically organized into spacing patterns that guide patterned morphogenesis. Here, we
show that neurons contain two types of periodic and regular elements (PADREN1s and PADREN2s) that are arranged into a spacing
pattern. The wavelength of the pattern is �20 �m. Dendritic branches occur preferentially within PADREN1s, and specific PADREN
lengths correspond to specific arbor types. The lengths of the PADRENs also change over time and can be modified by activity. However,
PADRENs are intrinsically organized, possibly by a reaction-diffusion process. PADRENs reveal a previously unrecognized level of
neuronal organization that may provide insight into how the distinct branching patterns of the dendrites are intrinsically organized.
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Introduction
The distinctive branching patterns of dendritic arbors represent a
remarkable level of cellular organization and contribute to neu-
ronal information processing (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996;
Agmon-Snir et al., 1998; Single and Borst, 1998; Schaefer et al.,
2003; Polsky et al., 2004). These attributes make it of interest to
understand how dendrites are organized. Evidence shows that
locally and globally acting factors contribute to arbor morphol-
ogy. For example, transcription factors (Grueber et al., 2003;
Aizawa et al., 2004; Gaudilliere et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004), endo-
crine signals (Niblock et al., 2000; Danzer et al., 2001), and target-
derived factors (Blaser et al., 1990) can modify the entire arbor.
Conversely, regulators of cytoskeletal assembly (Threadgill et al.,
1997; Nakayama et al., 2000; Akum et al., 2004), vesicle traffick-
ing (Shi et al., 2003; Rosso et al., 2005), membrane insertion
(Murthy et al., 2003), and protein synthesis (Lu et al., 2004; Pan et
al., 2004) can modify subdendritic regions (Greenough and
Chang, 1988; Horch and Katz, 2002; Lohmann et al., 2002). Ex-
trinsic signals such as synaptic activity (Kossel et al., 1995; Mor-
rison and Mason, 1998; Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999; Sin et al.,
2002; Vaillant et al., 2002) and other cell– cell interactions (Kossel
et al., 1997; Redmond et al., 2000) can activate both locally and
globally acting factors.

Arbor structure is, in part, a function of the spacing of
branches along dendritic shafts. Cell-type-specific branching pat-
terns, such as those corresponding to pyramidal and multipolar
neurons, can be elaborated autonomously (Bartlett and Banker,

1984a). How this intrinsic organization occurs may be conceptu-
ally analogous to events observed during embryogenesis, in
which locally acting factors are intrinsically organized into peri-
odically recurring elements termed “spacing patterns” that guide
the formation of patterned morphologies (Malacinski, 1984).
Here, we show that dendrites contain two types of intrinsically
organized elements that are arranged into a spacing pattern. We
term these elements PADREN1s and PADREN2s (for periodic
and regular elements). PADRENs may be organized by a
reaction-diffusion process, a likely mode of organization during
ontogeny. PADREN1s preferentially contain branch points, and
PADREN dimensions correspond to specific arbor morpholo-
gies. We suggest that PADRENs are an intrinsic, intermediate
level of neuronal organization that contribute to dendritic
branch patterning.

Materials and Methods
Neuron cultures. Primary neuronal cultures were prepared as described
previously (Brewer et al., 1993) in accordance with the Brown University
Animal Care and Use Committee. Briefly, the pertinent brain region was
removed from embryonic day 18 rat embryos, trypsinized (0.25%), and
triturated. Cells were plated in 10% FBS in DMEM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA) at 37°C onto poly-L-lysine-coated (0.1 mg/ml) glass coverslips
(Carolina Biological, Burlington, NC). Plating densities were 45 cells/
mm 2 for hippocampal or neocortical neurons and 100 cells/mm 2 for
cerebellar neurons. Three hours after plating, the DMEM/FBS was re-
moved and replaced with Neurobasal media [Neurobasal, B27, 1�; peni-
cillin–streptomycin, 1�, and glutamax, 0.5� (Invitrogen)] at 37°C.
One-half of the existing media was removed and replaced with new me-
dia every 4 d until use.

Fixation and immunocytochemistry. Cultures were handled as gently as
possible before and after fixation. Cells were fixed for 5 min in 6% para-
formaldehyde/4% sucrose in PBS at 37°C. Fix was removed and replaced
with PBS at room temperature for 15 min, which was removed and
replaced with block (20% FBS/0.02% NaN3 in PBS) for 1 h at 4°C. Block
was removed, and primary antibodies were added for 12 h at 4°C. Cov-
erslips were washed in PBS, and appropriate secondary antibody was
added in block for 2 h, rinsed three times for 15 min, and mounted on
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glass slides in PermaFluor mounting media (Thermo Electron Corpora-
tion, Waltham, MA). After this procedure (which did not include deter-
gent), we observed patterned regions of plasma membrane permeable to
antibodies directed against intracellular epitopes (PADREN1s) that al-
ternated with impermeable regions (PADREN2s) (see Figs. 1, 2) (for
additional information, see supplemental data, available at www.jneuro-
sci.org material).

To observe the distribution of intracellular proteins without the con-
found of variable permeability, cultures were treated exactly as described
above (without mounting) and then incubated in 0.1% Triton X-100 (1
h at 4°C) to completely permeabilize the membrane. The permeabilized
cells were then incubated in a different set of primary and secondary
antibodies. This extended procedure (completed in 24 h) was used in all
cultures quantified to produce data presented here.

Antibodies. The staining for all results shown here was performed using
mouse anti-microtubule-associated protein (MAP2), clone 5F9 (1:1000;
Upstate Biotechnology, Waltham, MA) after the first, detergent-free in-
cubations (to visualize PADREN1s) and rabbit anti-MAP2 (1:1000;
Chemicon, Temecula, CA) after detergent permeabilization to visualize

dendritic morphology and to verify uniform
distribution of the MAP2 protein. Results were
confirmed using other antibodies during both
the detergent-free and post-detergent incuba-
tions. These antibodies include mouse anti-pan
neurofilament (1:500; Zymed, Carlsbad, CA),
anti-MAP2, clone HM-2 (1:1000; Sigma, St.
Louis, MO), anti-tubulin, clone 2G10 (1:1000;
Upstate Biotechnology), and rabbit anti-
neurofilament (1:500; Chemicon). Secondary
antibodies were conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488
(1:1000) or cyanine 3 (1:500) (Invitrogen).

EGTA buffered zero-calcium media treatment.
Existing media were removed and replaced with
1 mM EGTA buffered zero-calcium DMEM (In-
vitrogen) for 2 min, which was in turn removed
and replaced with more buffered DMEM for an
additional 15 min. The buffered DMEM media
were equilibrated with the incubator atmo-
sphere at 37°C before addition to the cultures.
Care was taken not to contact the culture
monolayer with a pipette during media ex-
changes. We calculated the concentration of ex-
ternal calcium to be �1 nM during the second
round of buffered zero-calcium DMEM [as-
suming KA EGTA � 2.4 � 10 7

M
�1 (Rockwell

and Storey, 1999)].
Pharmacological treatments. Cultures were

gently removed from the incubator and placed
on Styrofoam to limit cooling. Drugs were
added in a DMSO (Sigma) or water vehicle to
the existing media and mixed by gently pipet-
ting approximately three-fourths of the media
up and down one time. Four coverslips were
treated per condition. At most, 16 wells on a
plate were treated to limit total handling time to
�3 min. Cultures were then returned to the
incubator for the remainder of the experiment.
Drugs were of highest available grade and ob-
tained from Sigma unless noted. Stock solu-
tions were prepared under sterile conditions
and stored at �20°C. Dilutions to working con-
centrations were as follows: 1:250 KCl, 1:250
NaCl, 1:133 nocodazole, 1:400 taxol, 1:167 D,L-
APV (Tocris Cookson, Ellisville, MO), 1:100
CNQX (Tocris Cookson), 1:1000 glutamate
(Tocris Cookson), and 1:500 tetrodotoxin.

Sampling. All results were repeated to the
same qualitative degree in at least three inde-
pendent experiments. Across-condition

comparisons were between wells on the same (24-well) plate to ensure
equivalent handling. Data shown are from single representative ex-
periments. For selection of cells to compute the fraction of cells con-
taining a certain number of PADREN1s in at least one dendrite, cov-
erslips were systematically sampled according to a square grid that
covered the extent of the coverslip (sample fields 1.8 mm apart; 1.1
mm 2 in area; 31 sample fields per coverslip). Each sample comprised
all cells whose somas fell within the sample field. The number of cells
in each sample field was divided by the area of the field to compute cell
density. For PADREN length distributions, cells were also systemati-
cally sampled (same field spacing and area as above; 16 sampling
fields per coverslip). All cells in each sample field having at least five
PADREN1s in at least one dendrite were photographed. The soma was
positioned in approximately the center of each photograph. When
this procedure yielded �30 photos per condition, the excess were
discarded blindly.

Image acquisition. Fluorescence images were acquired with IP-Lab
Spectrum software (Scanalytics, Fairfax, VA) on a Nikon (Melville, NY)

Figure 1. PADRENs form a spacing pattern. PADREN stripes (A) in the dendrite and spots (D) in the soma of a 17 DIV hippocam-
pal neuron. Signal represents immunostaining before application of detergent (� det) using the mouse 5F9 anti-MAP2 antibody.
Leaders in A demarcate a PADREN1 length, PADREN2 length, and a wavelength. B, E, Signal represents immunostaining after
application of detergent (� det) using rabbit polyclonal anti-MAP2 antibodies. C, F, Merged signals. Scale bar, 10 �m. G–I,
Scatter plots of adjacent (ith�1 vs ith) PADREN1 lengths (G), PADREN2 lengths (H ), and wavelengths (I ) in 17 DIV cells show that
adjacent lengths are similar. The line Lengthi � 1 � Lengthi is illustrated for comparison.
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E800 microscope using 20�/0.75 numerical
aperture (NA), 40�/1.0 NA, or 60�/1.4 NA
objectives and a SenSys cooled CCD camera
(Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ). All images were
acquired as grayscale (eight-bit) images and
were not post-processed.

Analysis. Image analysis was preformed on
raw grayscale (eight-bit) or corresponding
pseudocolor (24-bit) images in NIH Image J.
Color images in the figures are a merge of the
intensities of corresponding pixels in the
grayscale images (G1 xy and G2 xy). Each
color pixel was computed according to [[R �
(if G1 xy � G2 xy, then G2 xy; else G1 xy)],
[G � G2 xy], [B � G1 xy]]. Image resolutions
were determined empirically from fluorescent beads (Invitrogen) and
are as follows: 20�, 0.32 �m/pixel; 40�, 0.156 �m/pixel; 60�, 0.102
�m/pixel. All measured objects were �10 pixels along the measured
dimension to ensure that digitization error was on average �5%.
Only PADRENs along primary dendritic shafts were measured. Data
was compiled in Microsoft (Seattle, WA) Excel, and statistical tests
were preformed using SPSS version 11.5 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). To test
statistical significance, unless noted, a Mann–Whitney U test was
used to compare two samples, and a Kruskal–Wallis test was used to
compare samples across multiple conditions. Measurements within
each sample were approximately independent. A custom test is de-
scribed below. Averages are reported as mean � SEM.

Definition of dendritic PADREN1 length, PADREN2 length, and wave-
length. The edge of a PADREN1 region was defined as the position in
which the average pixel intensity was equal to the maximal average pixel
intensity in a 3 � 3 window in the PADREN1 minus the minimum
average pixel intensity in PADREN2s divided by two (e.g., position of
half-maximal intensity). Because PADREN1s and PADREN2s partition
the dendrite, PADREN1 edges are also PADREN2 edges. The length of a
PADREN1 or a PADREN2 region is the distance along the longitudinal
axis of the dendrite between its edges. The pattern “wavelength” is the
distance from the midpoint of one PADREN1 to the midpoint of an
adjacent (i.e., separate by exactly one PADREN2) PADREN1, again along
the longitudinal axis of the dendrite (see Fig. 1 A).

Computation of “significant association” with PADRENs. A branch
point can either originate from a PADREN1 or not originate from a
PADREN1. In each cell i, we modeled the number of branches originat-
ing from PADREN1s by chance as a binomial experiment, where Xi is a
binomial random variable that assigns a probability to a given number of
branches originating from a PADREN1. Particularly, we assumed that
the probability pi of a branch in cell i originating from a PADREN1 by
chance is equivalent to the fraction of shaft length occupied by
PADREN1s in cell i. This allowed us to compute the expected number of
branches, E(Xi), originating from PADREN1s according to ni � pi, where
ni is the total number of branch points in cell i. The variance, V(Xi), is
computed according to ni � pi � qi (where qi is the fraction of shaft
length occupied by PADREN2s) (for implications of this model, see sup-
plemental data, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial). We next defined another random variable T, which assigns a prob-
ability to a total number of branch points originating from
PADREN1s by chance in N total cells (i.e., T � X1 � Xi �. . . � XN).
Then E( T) is the sum of the expected values for each Xi, and V( T) is
the sum of the variances for each Xi [reasonably assuming that Cov-
(Xi,Xj) � 0]. When pi 	 0.5, the distribution of T is approximately
normal with E( T) 	 � and V( T) 	 � 2. Therefore, we consider branch
points to be “significantly associated” with one of the PADREN types
if the observed value of T is greater or less than z� � 0.05 SDs from
E( T), i.e., if �T � E(T)�/
V(T) � Z� � 0.05.

Results
Observation of PADRENs
When applying antibodies against intracellular epitopes to
aldehyde-fixed neurons in the absence of detergent, we observed
regularly spaced regions of immunostaining that were arranged

into a pattern of “stripes” in the neurites (Figs. 1 A, 2) and
“spots” in the cell body (Fig. 1 D) (see supplemental material,
available at www.jneurosci.org; only dendritic stripes are con-
sidered further here). We suspected that these regions could
reflect dendritic areas possessing unique functional proper-
ties, so we called the immunostained regions PADREN1s and
the unstained regions PADREN2s. We observed PADRENs in
hippocampal, neocortical, and cerebellar neurons (supple-
mental material, available at www.jneurosci.org) from both
rats and mice (data not shown) under a wide variety of fixation
and immunostaining procedures (supplemental material,
available at www.jneurosci.org). However, PADRENs were
not observed when the same antibodies were used in unfixed
cells. We thus conclude that a pattern of PADRENs is a com-
mon and readily observed feature of aldehyde-fixed neurons.

Dendritic PADRENs are arranged into a spacing pattern
To quantitatively confirm that PADRENs are arranged into a
pattern, we tested whether the arrangement of PADREN1s forms
a spacing pattern. “Spacing pattern” denotes an arrangement of
elements in which the distribution of distances between adjacent
elements of a type is not exponential. This definition is com-
monly used to demonstrate the presence of patterns in nature
(Malacinski, 1984). To show that the distribution of distances
between the centers of adjacent PADREN1s (i.e., wavelength)
(Fig. 1A) was not exponential, we used a Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test to compare the distribution of distances with an exponential
distribution of the same mean. This analysis showed that the
distribution of wavelengths was significantly nonexponential
( p � 1 � 10�10) (for a graphical comparison, see supplemental
material, available at www.jneurosci.org) but was nearly normal
( p � 0.02, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; data versus a normal
distribution with the same mean and SD). The distribution of
PADREN1 lengths and PADREN2 lengths was also nonexponen-
tial ( p � 0.005 in both cases). Thus, PADRENs are arranged into
a spacing pattern.

Adjacent PADRENs of a type and adjacent wavelengths within
individual dendrites are also very similar. To show this similarity,
we systematically sampled cells and plotted the lengths of adja-
cent PADRENs of a type or wavelengths as ordered pairs (Fig.
1G–I). Showing that adjacent PADREN lengths and wavelengths
tend to be similar, points cluster near the line Lengthi�1 �
Lengthi. The average wavelength was 22.64 � 0.75 �m.

PADREN lengths change during development
Many neuronal properties, such as the extent of arborization
(Bartlett and Banker, 1984b) and synapse composition (Lee
and Sheng, 2000), develop over the first 2 weeks in culture. We
wondered whether PADREN lengths also change during develop-

Figure 2. PADRENs form a spacing pattern. PADRENs in a 17 DIV hippocampal neuron. A, Immunostaining before application
of detergent (� det) using the mouse 5F9 anti-MAP2 antibody. B, Immunostaining after application of detergent (� det) using
rabbit polyclonal anti-MAP2 antibodies. C, Merge. Scale bar, 30 �m.
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ment. We examined PADREN lengths in 8, 10, and 17 d in vitro
(DIV) cultures (Fig. 3A,B). Average PADREN1 lengths decreased
�35% from 8 to 17 DIV, whereas average PADREN2 lengths in-
creased �33%. Remarkably, the distribution of wavelengths was the
same at each time point, suggesting that the distance between adja-
cent PADREN1s is conserved (Fig. 3D).

PADRENs scale with dendritic lengths
The experiments presented above suggest that PADRENs are an
integral component of dendrites. To further test this idea, we
treated cultures with drugs that acutely scale dendritic shaft
lengths, and we then asked whether PADREN lengths scaled cor-
respondingly. If shaft lengths and PADREN lengths scale corre-
spondingly, the sum of the scaling factors for the PADREN length
distributions, weighted by the fraction of dendrite each PADREN
type occupies, should yield the scaling factor for the shaft length
distribution. To decrease dendritic lengths, we applied the mi-
crotubule polymerization inhibitor nocodazole (15 �g/ml;
2 h) (De Brabander et al., 1976) (Fig. 4 A–D). This treatment
caused dendritic shaft lengths to scale down: multiplying each
shaft length in the control condition by a constant scaling
factor (factor of 0.80) resulted in a distribution that recapitu-
lated the distribution of shaft lengths in the nocodazole-
treated condition. To quantify the degree of recapitulation, we
used a Mann–Whitney U test to compute the probability that
the scaled-control shaft lengths and nocodazole-treated shaft
lengths were samples from the same population and found
that this probability was high ( p � 0.73). Nocodazole also
caused PADREN lengths to scale down (PADREN1 lengths,
factor of 0.83, degree of recapitulation, p � 0.78; PADREN2
lengths, factor of 0.77, degree of recapitulation, p � 0.96).
Finally, we asked whether the scaling of the PADRENs corre-
sponded to the scaling of the dendrites. The sum of the scaling
factors for the PADREN length distributions, weighted by the
fraction of dendrite each PADREN type occupied, yielded the scaling
factor for the shaft length distribution (e.g., 0.83 � 0.5 � 0.77 �

0.5 	 0.80; each PADREN type occupied
�50% of the dendrite). Thus, PADREN
lengths and shaft lengths scaled
correspondingly.

In the converse experiment, we
lengthened dendritic shafts by applying
the microtubule depolymerization in-
hibitor taxol (500 nM, 4 h). Under these
conditions, we observed scaling in the
opposite direction (Fig. 4 E–H ). Den-
dritic lengths scaled up (factor of 1.14;
degree of recapitulation, p � 0.78), as
did PADREN lengths (PADREN1
lengths, factor of 1.19, degree of recapit-
ulation, p � 0.89; PADREN2 lengths,
factor of 1.16, degree of recapitulation,
p � 0.75), and they scaled correspond-
ingly (e.g., 1.19 � 0.5 � 1.16 � 0.5 	
1.14). Together, these data indicate that
PADREN lengths scale bidirectionally
and in correspondence with the scaling
of dendritic shafts, further suggesting
that PADRENs are an integral dendritic
component.

PADREN1 lengths are modified by
neural activity

Extrinsically induced synaptic activity can sculpt dendritic arbors
and change neuronal physiology. To test whether an acute depo-
larization would affect PADRENs, we applied KCl (20 mM, 15
min) to depolarize the plasma membrane. KCl treatment caused
the average length of PADREN1s to increase by �70% over the
control value (Fig. 5A; I, top). KCl treatment also caused long
stretches (�50 �m) of immunostaining to develop, which we
characterized using a new, “continuous” staining category (Fig.
5I, bottom). The degree of lengthening and continuity is consis-
tent with the diffusion of a plasma membrane protein during KCl
treatment (e.g., D �0.003– 0.005 �m 2/s; lower estimates) (for
calculations, see supplemental material, available at www.
jneurosci.org). The effects of KCl were completely blocked with
the NMDA receptor antagonist APV (150 �M, 1 h pretreat-
ment) and greatly reduced in the absence of extracellular cal-
cium (data not shown). The effects were not blocked by the
AMPA receptor antagonist CNQX (100 �M, 2 h pretreatment;
data not shown). [In a single experiment, 2 �M TTX and 5 �M

nimodipine (1 h pretreatment) did not block the effect of 40
mM KCl (15 min).] A mixture of APV and CNQX (200 and 100
�M, respectively) alone did not affect PADREN lengths (2 h
treatment; two experiments; data not shown). Finally, gluta-
mate (5–10 �M, 5–15 min) also caused PADREN1s to lengthen
and the cells to acquire continuous immunostaining (16 DIV
cultures; data not shown). These effects were completely
blocked with APV (150 �M, 1 h pretreatment) but not by
CNQX (100 �M, 2 h pretreatment; data not shown). Together,
these results indicate that calcium influx through NMDA re-
ceptors is likely to modify PADRENs without affecting den-
drite lengths.

Because dendrites that exhibit continuous immunostaining
after KCl are not patterned, it was not clear whether the contin-
uous immunostaining represented the fusion of PADREN1s or a
mechanistically distinct permeability. Suggesting the former, the
increase in the fraction of cells exhibiting continuous immuno-
staining after KCl treatment can be explained by the decrease in

Figure 3. PADREN lengths change during development. PADREN lengths change with cell age from 8 to 17 DIV (PADREN1
lengths, p � 1 � 10 �10; PADREN2 lengths, p � 2.5 � 10 �5; Kruskal–Wallis test). Cumulative distributions showing PADREN1
lengths decrease across development (A), whereas PADREN2 lengths increase (B) (PADREN1 lengths, 8 vs 10 DIV, p � 0.14; 10 vs
17 DIV, p � 5 � 10 �9; PADREN2 lengths, 8 vs 10 DIV, p � 0.057; 10 vs 17 DIV, p � 0.001; Tukey’s honestly significant difference
post hoc multiple comparisons test). D, Remarkably, wavelength is conserved ( p � 0.24, Kruskal–Wallis test). E, The table shows
the type (left column) and number (right columns) of objects analyzed at each time point to produce the data in A, B, and D. Cell
density decreased 20% during this time interval (data not shown). Examples of PADRENs in 10 DIV (C) and 17 DIV (F ) hippocampal
neurons. Scale bar, 20 �m.
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the fraction of cells exhibiting some number of PADREN1s (Fig.
5F) (e.g., compare the fractions of patterned and continuous cells
in the APV plus KCl group with the fractions of patterned and
continuous cells in the KCl group).

Dendritic branch points preferentially associate
with PADREN1s
We noticed that dendritic branch points preferentially associ-
ated with PADREN1 stripes (Fig. 6 D, E). To quantify the de-
gree of association between branch points and PADREN1s, we
modeled the number of associations expected by chance
within each cell as a binomial experiment, in which the prob-
ability of association is equal to the fraction of shaft length
PADREN1s occupy. We then compared the number of associ-

ations expected by chance with the observed number of asso-
ciations (for details, see Materials and Methods). At 8 DIV,
�1.5 times more branches associated with PADREN1s than
expected by chance ( p � 1.8 � 10 �6) (Fig. 6 A, B). The slight
decrease in the degree of association with cell age is likely
attributable to branches near PADREN1 edges becoming as-
sociated with PADREN2s as PADREN1s shorten (supplemen-
tal material, available at www.jneurosci.org) and the period of
branch addition passes. Importantly, PADREN1s are not a
side effect of branching, because they are present in shafts with
no branches, many PADREN1s do not contain branches, and
some branch points originate from PADREN2s.

There is likely additional organization within PADREN1s, be-
cause the distribution of intensity of immunostaining along

Figure 4. PADRENs scale with dendritic lengths. Shaft lengths and PADREN lengths scale correspondingly in 10 DIV hippocampal neurons. Cumulative distributions showing that nocodazole (15
�g/ml, 2 h) causes PADREN1 lengths (A), PADREN2 lengths (B), and dendritic shaft lengths (C) to significantly scale down (nocodazole vs DMSO, PADREN1 lengths, p � 2.9 � 10 �6; PADREN2
lengths, p � 1.4 � 10 �5; shaft lengths, p � 0.012). There is no evidence that the number of PADRENs per branch changed, because the PADREN1 rate (number of PADREN1s per length of shaft)
increased ( p � 0.011), as expected if shafts became shorter but contained the same number of PADRENs (D). Conversely, in the presence of taxol (500 nM, 4 h), PADREN1 lengths (E), PADREN2
lengths (F ), and dendritic shaft lengths (G) significantly scale up [taxol vs DMSO, PADREN1 lengths, p � 5.6 � 10 �7; PADREN2 lengths, p � 0.002; shaft lengths, p � 0.037 (an additional 35
DMSO-treated shaft lengths and 30 taxol-treated shaft lengths from a separate experiment were added to achieve a p � 0.05 increase in shaft length)]. Again, there is no evidence that the number
of PADRENs changed, because the PADREN1 rate decreased significantly ( p�0.006), as expected if the number of PADRENs remained constant as the lengths of the shafts increased (H ). I, J, Neither
treatment changed the fraction of cells with at least one dendrite containing different numbers of PADREN1s or changed cell density (data not shown). Graph bars represent average fraction of cells
per 40� field in each “Number of PADREN1s” category; error bars represent SEM. K, A table showing the type (left column) and number of objects analyzed (right columns) under each condition to
produce the data shown in A–J.
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PADREN1s mirrors and aligns with the frequency distribution of
branch points. The frequency distribution of branch points along
PADREN1s is bell shaped, with the center of the distribution
(e.g., place of highest branch frequency) corresponding to the
center of PADREN1s (Fig. 6 A, B). The distribution of intensity
of immunostaining along PADREN1s is also bell shaped and
greatest at PADREN1 centers (Fig. 6C). The shape of the in-
tensity profile is not influenced by branching, because it is the
same whether or not a given PADREN1 contains a branch
point. The alignment between place of most frequent branch
origin and position of greatest intensity of immunostaining
suggests that branching may be sensitive to a PADREN1 prop-
erty. Together, these data suggest that the arrangement of
PADREN1s could influence the arrangement of dendritic
branches.

Multipolar and pyramidal cells have distinct
PADREN lengths
Hippocampal neurons grown in dissociated culture exhibit a
number of arbor types that correlate with functional characteris-

tics (Benson et al., 1994) and recapitulate arbor morphologies
found in vivo (Banker and Cowan, 1979). Because dendritic branch-
ing patterns are a defining characteristic of morphological neuronal
classification (Peters and Jones, 1984), we reasoned that PADREN
dimensions and morphologically defined arbor types may corre-
spond. From a population of 78 cells, at 10 DIV, we calculated the
average PADREN1 length and average PADREN2 length for
each cell and plotted the ordered pair as a point representing
the cell (Fig. 6 F). Next, we classified the cells (blind to the
PADRENs) as “pyramidal” if they had a single predominant
dendrite with smaller dendrites on the opposite side of the
soma (20% of population), “multipolar” if they had at least
four main shafts of approximately equal length evenly spaced
around the soma (30% of population), or “other” if they met
neither definition (Fig. 6G). We then labeled each point rep-
resenting the PADREN lengths of a cell with the arbor classi-
fication of that cell. This analysis showed that pyramidal cells
were characterized by having longer PADRENs, whereas mul-
tipolar cells exhibited shorter PADRENs (Fig. 6 F). Strikingly,

Figure 5. PADREN1 lengths are modified by activity. A, A cumulative distribution showing that applying KCl (20 mM, 15 min) increases the length of PADREN1s compared with cultures
treated with APV (100 �M, 1 h pretreatment) and then KCl ( p � 1 � 10 �10). The block with APV was complete because the APV plus KCl group was similar to the NaCl control ( p �
0.8). We did not detect a change in PADREN2 length (B), and measured wavelength increased (E) ( p � 3.25 � 10 �4). Shaft lengths (C) were unaffected (KCl vs NaCl; p � 0.11), as were
segmentation rates (D). F, A bar graph showing that KCl also changes the fraction of cells containing different numbers of PADREN1s or having continuous immunostaining. The graph
bars represent average fraction of cells per 40� field in each category; error bars represent SEM. G, A table showing the type (left column) and number (right columns) of objects analyzed
under each condition to produce the data shown in A–F. Examples of PADRENs in control (H ) and KCl-treated (I ) dendrites show that PADREN1s lengthen (I, top) and become continuous
(I, bottom) in response to KCl. Scale bar, 20 �m.
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pyramidal cells and multipolar cells fell
into distinct, essentially nonoverlapping
“PADREN spaces” (Fig. 6 F, outlined re-
gions). These data suggest that specific
PADREN lengths correspond to specific
arbor types.

Evidence that PADRENs
develop autonomously
Cell-type-specific arbor patterns de-
velop autonomously (Bartlett and
Banker, 1984a). If PADRENs organize
arbors, PADRENs must also be autono-
mously organized during development.
To examine the influence of cell– cell in-
teractions on PADRENs, we varied the
number of such interactions by plating
neurons over an eightfold range of den-
sities. The lengths of PADRENs were
then measured at 10 DIV. The lengths of
the PADRENs were identical regardless
of plating density (Fig. 7 A, B). Addition-
ally, in low-density (30 cells/mm 2) 8
DIV cultures, in which neurites were
sparse, we observed many cases of den-
dritic shafts that contained PADRENs
but were not contacted by the neurites of
another cell. Finally, a mixture of 1 �M

TTX and 150 �M APV did not affect
PADREN lengths (17 DIV cultures; 4 h
treatment; two experiments; data not
shown). Together, these data suggest
that PADRENs develop autonomously.

A reaction-diffusion process could
organize PADRENs
Because PADRENs are an intrinsically or-
ganized spacing pattern that may play a
role in organizing dendritic branches, we
wondered how PADRENs themselves may
be organized. Many models have been
proposed to explain the formation of bio-
logical spacing patterns (Held, 1992). A
self-organizing feedback process between
a short-range activator and long-range in-
hibitor can produce stripes and spots. This
process can be formally described by cou-
pled reaction-diffusion equations, so it is
termed a reaction-diffusion process (Turing, 1951). To see
whether such a process can quantitatively account for PADREN
characteristics, we solved two coupled linear one-dimensional
reaction-diffusion equations. Remarkably, a reaction-dif-
fusion process can explain all of the characteristics of PADRENs
that we have identified. First, diffusion constants comparable
with those of membrane and cytosolic proteins are sufficient to
produce the pattern wavelength that we observe (e.g., DAct � 0.01
�m 2/s; DInh � 0.5 �m 2/s produces a wavelength of �15 �m) (for
details, see supplemental material, available at www.jneuro-
sci.org). Second, the equations predict a linear correlation
(Murray, 1981) between the number of wavelengths and field
length (here, number of PADREN1s and shaft length, respec-
tively), which we observe (Fig. 7E). Third, whether stripes or

spots form depends on the geometry of the field. Spots form
unless the circumference of the field is similar to the pattern
wavelength, in which case, circumferential stripes form in-
stead (Bard, 1981). We observe PADREN1 spots in the (large
circumference) cell body and stripes in the dendrites, which
have a circumference (�5–10 �m) less than the wavelength
(�20 �m on average) of the pattern (Fig. 7D). A similar ge-
ometry-dependent transition from stripes to spots is observed
in the coat markings of some animals (Fig. 7F ). Together,
these data suggest that a self-organizing reaction-diffusion
process could organize PADRENs.

Discussion
Dendritic arbor organization is a critical aspect of neuronal
circuitry. However, no hypothesis exists to explain how

Figure 6. Dendritic branch points preferentially associate with PADREN1s, and multipolar and pyramidal cells have distinct
PADREN lengths. A, B, Frequency histograms showing the relative position of branch points along PADREN1s (blue) and PADREN2s
(green) at 8 DIV (A) and 10 DIV (B). Relative position was computed as the distance from the proximal PADREN edge to the branch
point divided by the length of the PADREN containing the branch point. “Soma” icons confer proximal– distal orientation to shaft
icons. Branch points significantly associate with PADREN1s ( p � 1.80 � 10 �6, 8 DIV; p � 4.07 � 10 �6, 10 DIV; custom test;
for details, see Materials and Methods). Branch positions form a bell-shaped distribution along PADREN1s, which mirrors a
Gaussian distribution of immunostaining intensity along PADREN1s (C). Points represent average immunostaining as a function of
relative position after standardization and normalization from six randomly selected PADREN1s that did not contain branch
points. D, E, Examples of the association between PADREN1s and branch points in 10 DIV neurons. Scale bar, 20 �m. F, Scatter plot
of average cellular PADREN2 length versus average cellular PADREN1 length for each of 78 10 DIV cells. Point style indicates arbor
type classification (pyramidal, multipolar, or other plotted as triangles, crosses, and dots, respectively). The shafts of pyramidal
cells were approximately twice as long as the shafts of multipolar cells (pyramidal, 202 � 14 �m; multipolar, 110 � 4 �m; p �
1.75 � 10 �8, t test). Showing PADREN dimensions and arbor types correspond, convex polygons enclosing pyramidal or multi-
polar cells delineate distinct PADREN dimension spaces. Both PADREN1s ( p � 1 � 10 �10) and PADREN2s ( p � 0.006) are
longer in pyramidal cells than multipolar cells. The chance of uniformly distributed pyramidal and multipolar cell types falling into
the PADREN space areas they occupy is p �� 0.005 in both cases (� 2 test, df � 1). Additionally, average PADREN1 lengths and
average PADREN2 lengths are correlated (�1 � 0.50; p(�1 � 0) � 2 � 10 �6; simple linear regression; line not shown). G,
Examples of arbor morphologies classified as pyramidal and multipolar. � det, Before the addition of detergent; � det, after the
addition of detergent; AU, arbitrary units.
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branch positions may be organized. Here, we suggest that a
spacing pattern of local factors organized by a reaction-
diffusion process could guide branch patterning. We observe
that dendrites contain periodic and regular elements that are
arranged into a spacing pattern. One of these elements,
PADREN1s, delineate regions of increased branching.
Moreover, specific PADREN dimensions correspond to spe-
cific arbor types. These data suggest that PADRENs could
guide branch organization, a defining characteristic of distinct
arbor morphologies.

Several lines of evidence suggest that PADRENs reveal an
intrinsic patterned organization along dendritic shafts. First,
PADRENs are readily observed in all neuronal types that we
have examined. Second, PADREN1s preferentially contain
dendritic branch points. Third, specific PADREN lengths cor-
respond to specific arbor morphologies, and average cellular
PADREN1 and PADREN2 lengths are correlated. Fourth, PA-
DREN1 lengths decrease across development, whereas PA-
DREN2 lengths increase but wavelength is conserved. Fifth,
PADREN lengths scale in correspondence with pharmacolog-
ically induced increases or decreases in dendritic shaft lengths.
Sixth, brief depolarization causes PADREN1 lengths to in-
crease, and the increase is blocked by APV but not CNQX,
whereas APV plus CNQX alone has no effect. Seventh, many
characteristics of PADRENs can be explained by a reaction-
diffusion process given the diffusion constants of biomol-
ecules in a cellular environment. In total, these data strongly
suggest that PADRENs reflect a level of intrinsic patterned
organization along dendritic shafts rather than a physiologi-
cally irrelevant, nonbiological process.

PADRENs likely represent the organization of local factors
along dendritic shafts. First, PADRENs are arranged into a spac-
ing pattern, a ubiquitous form of intrinsic organization of local

factors in biological systems. Examples in-
clude stripes of zebrin expression in the
developing cerebellum (Herrup and Kue-
merle, 1997), transcription factor expres-
sion in the developing midbrain (Agarwala
et al., 2001), Shh and Bmp expression in
the feather bud (Harris et al., 2005), and
Hox gene expression in the developing
hindbrain (Kiecker and Lumsden, 2005).
Although these patterns organize a field of
cells on a scale larger than PADRENs, dur-
ing Drosophila development, pair-rule
genes are patterned during the syncytial
blastoderm stage [i.e., before cellular
boundaries are present (Carroll and
Scott, 1985)], and segment polarity gene
patterns have a wavelength of �25 �m
(Hafen et al., 1984), which is similar to
the �20 �m wavelength of PADRENs.
Interestingly, in the brains of Alzhei-
mer’s patients, dendritic paired-helical
filaments are organized into periodically
alternating, 5- to 25-�m-long regions
(PADREN1s are 5–25 �m long) that oc-
cur at “semiregular intervals along the
dendrite [and] frequently at branch
points” (Ashford et al., 1998). The anal-
ogy between PADRENs and spacing pat-
terns in other systems supports the pos-
sibility that PADRENs reflect the

organization of local factors along dendritic shafts.
Correlative evidence and further analogy with the function of

other biological spacing patterns suggest that the function of
PADRENs may be to position dendritic branches into cell-type-
specific branching patterns. Our data show that branch points
preferentially originate from the center of PADREN1s, mirror the
distribution of immunoreactivity along PADREN1s, and that
PADREN lengths correspond to specific arbor morphologies.
[The branches that originate from PADREN2s may be the result
of non-interstitial branching (Bray, 1973).] Further supporting a
branch spacing function, PADREN wavelength is conserved
across development, dendritic branching has been observed to
be most frequent at specific dendritic locations (Wu et al.,
1999), and developing biological systems often use spacing
patterns of local factors to guide the formation of segmental
morphologies (see the examples above). Notably, in plants,
the concentration of the leaf-and-branch-growth-promoting
hormone auxin is arranged into a spacing pattern. Thus, the
distance between adjacent auxin concentration peaks deter-
mines the distance between adjacent branches, and this dis-
tance defines segmental units along the stem termed phy-
tomers (Reinhardt et al., 2003; McSteen and Leyser, 2005).
Analogously, PADREN1s are arranged into a spacing pattern,
so the distance between adjacent PADREN1s (wavelength)
may determine the distance between adjacent branches and
thus define a “dendromer.” Such a similarity in patterning
process may explain the strikingly similar arbor morphologies
of plants and dendrites.

We are left to speculate about the components of PAD-
RENs. These constituents may include endoplasmic reticulum
(Nakamura et al., 2002; Bannai et al., 2004), ribosomes (Bar-
tlett and Banker, 1984a; Tiedge and Brosius, 1996), RNA
(Knowles et al., 1996; Rook et al., 2000), vesicles (Bartlett and

Figure 7. PADRENs develop autonomously and could be organized by a reaction-diffusion process. Cumulative distributions
showing that changing the plating density eightfold across different wells of the same plate does not effect the length of
PADREN1s (A) ( p � 0.17) or PADREN2s (B) ( p � 0.17) at 10 DIV. C, The table shows the type and number of objects analyzed
under each condition. D, A 17 DIV hippocampal neuron with a particularly flat cell body illustrates the geometry-dependent
transition of PADRENs from stripes in the narrow cylindrical dendrites to spots in the locally planar cell body. Scale bar, 20 �m.
Such a transition is also observed in the coat markings of many animals, including the serval (F ), and is consistent with a
reaction-diffusion processes (serval photograph courtesy of Dr. Shonali Laha, Florida International University, Miami, FL). E,
Further consistent with a reaction-diffusion process, a scatter plot showing a linear correlation between shaft length and the
number of PADREN1s per shaft in 10 DIV hippocampal neurons.
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Banker, 1984a), or mitochondria (Bartlett and Banker,
1984a), which are all known to be nonuniformly distributed
along dendrites and associate with branch points. A spacing
pattern of protein synthesis and trafficking machinery would
be an attractive step before the elaboration of cell-type-
specific dendritic branching patterns.
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